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The year we needed

the very much most
MagicChristmas



Dear Parents:

The Year We Needed Christmas Magic the Very Much Most

is a story we wish we never needed to write, but we hope

that it will bring a little cheer to you and yours as you try to

make the best of a very unusual holiday season.  

HSV doesn't see many of you much anymore, but we know we

are not the only ones impacted by all that is 2020.  Our hope

is that this book will help you explain the changes that your

children are experiencing this season and address them in a

light hearted way. 

Knowing what to say can be frustrating.  We hope this story

helps you and we can't wait for the day that you can get

#BackToTheSky because we'd rather help you #FlyHSV than

write books.  Here's the thing though-  we'll do anything to

provide great customer service to you so Enjoy!

Merry Christmas & Happy Holidays,

Your Friends at Huntsville International Airport

The year we needed

the very much most
MagicChristmas



2020 has been a pretty tough year,

Learning and class- it's all been weird...

You created a science project - so cool,

but then you couldn't take it to school.

A little MAGIC and bam- we found a way

to learn and to even do P.E. each day.

Computers and labs- tools for each class

But parents still worry if you will pass.



Most parents do other jobs than teach,

But because they love you they all reach,

reach, reached...

                                   

A little MAGIC and swoosh- your parents

and school worked together to make sure

you had every tool.

Deep down inside and 

found a way-

to help you to learn and get

through each day.
THANK YOU

TEACHERS!



You're really bright and now you see too-

How very much they ALL must love you!

You have an idea-  a special surprise

The people you love 

won't believe their eyes!

That mess in your room is 

now super spiffy because you

cleaned it all up in no more

than a jiffy.

That's MAGIC wow- your parents are

pumped.  They cheer and they hug you and

even fist bump!  

(P.S. When did your parents get so cool?)



Oh 2020, the craziest year- if you cough

or you sneeze- everyone fears.

Can you taste? How bout smell? Is your

head really hot?

Thank goodness we

learned it's only

sniffles you've got. 

                                    

And now a vaccine is here at last...

That's MAGIC whap- it's being shared

fast. 



That means our family- like Pop Pop &

Granna will get the vaccine and we can

start planning...

                            A visit to see them, we

                            miss them so much.

                            At least we can call 

                            them and stay in touch. 

                                    

That's MAGIC swish- Facetime lets us

chatter with people we love and who

really matter.



Plus, they send packages for under the

tree so there will be presents for you and

me. 

Just try to remember- 

because 2020 is the year- 

some of the packages 

might not get here- - - 

for Christmas silly, They'll all 

still arrive we just have to be 

patient- and wait for that time.  

That's MAGIC whop- it's good news and

fun- It means you'll get presents on more

days than one.



How awesome is that- we found the

bright side!

Now our spirits and hopes can all take 

flight.

And you, even you- 

in one day not too far

will hop on a plane, on

a train or in a car...

And like MAGIC whoosh- you'll visit again-

all the people you love- your family and

friends.



So remember, even though you didn't

fly this year,

We can always find

reasons to have

Christmas cheer.

The MAGIC of Christmas

doesn't just go away-

for a YEAR or a month,

or even a day.

The MAGIC thump thump actually comes

from YOUR heart.  Be kind and be patient

and you've done your part.



And so now we see- the year we needed

it the very much most- CHRISTMAS

MAGIC was here all along in our hopes.

The Year We Needed Christmas Magic the Very Much Most

is dedicated to all of our customers.  You made us the #1

Small Airport in the U.S. in 2020 .

We are grateful that you choose to fly local and #FlyHSV. We

can't wait to have the opportunity to provide you with the

best customer service and airport experience again.  

We are working hard to continue to implement more and more

measures to make sure that when you do return you will feel

comfortable and safe at HSV.

Reach out anytime with questions you may have as you

consider flying and we will personally answer them and help

you to find he right solution for your family.                 

 Contact:  PRMANAGER@HSVAIRPORT.ORG

"How awesome is that, we found the bright side.

Now our spirits and hopes can all take flight."


